
Downe u3a on a recent trip, foraging for seaweed. Read more on our
u3a blog, Sources.

February 🐯
Dear Derek, 
 
With Spring just around the corner - I hope we will see a welcome change
from the rain, storms and hail which has been battering the UK this
month. I hope you have managed to stay safe and warm throughout it all. 
 
There is a lot happening across the movement this month. Specsavers are
promoting our members' skill sharing videos; we have launched the new u3a
film - celebrating your u3a life; and we welcome the 500th u3a to Beacon, our
membership management system . 
 
Thank you to the Repair Shop TV presenter, Jay Blades, for his support and
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positive message for our 40th anniversary celebrations -  we hope this will be
the first of many more messages of support as the year progresses. 
 
I hope you enjoy this latest newsletter which again pays tribute to your talents,
energy and enthusiasm. 
 
With very best wishes 
Sam Mauger 
CEO of the Third Age Trust

Click here to open the newsletter in your browser, in which format you
can zoom in to make it easier to read.

In this issue... 
 

Sharing Skills with Specsavers 
News day for Culm u3a 

A Birthday Message from Jay Blades

Bitesize Newsletter

News from the Trust

#GenerationWOW 

Download the Bitesize Newsletter
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u3a has joined forces with Specsavers to share the skills and knowledge of
older adults in a new series of videos.  
 
The #GenerationWOW campaign features the celebrity Steph McGovern as
she learns how to paint a landscape from her father Eamonn. Other videos
show Sherburn & Villages u3a member Margaret creating a flower centrepiece
using a shop bought bouquet and Edinburgh u3a member Judith explaining the
benefits of laughter yoga. Watch the videos on the hub now

We would love you to get involved in this campaign. If you have a
skill or interest you would like to share - no matter how zany -

please get in touch.

Over 8,000 Views on 'Do Something Brilliant Today'
 
Thank you so much for your support on our new u3a film, 'Do Something
Brilliant Today' and for sharing it with your members and using it to promote
your own u3as. We are so glad you have enjoyed the film - and we will be
sharing more detailed stories of each individual in the coming months. If you
have not already, watch the film on our YouTube channel.
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"Surprised, Delighted and Quite Proud": A Beacon
Milestone
 
Beacon, the management system, which helps u3as manage membership,
groups, finances and sending emails has reached a huge milestone; 500 u3as
using the system. Headington u3a was the 500th to join and felt "surprised,
delighted and quite proud of ourselves." Read more on this milestone on our
news page and find out more about Beacon on their website.

Your Stories 
 

Working as a member of Beacon Support has given me a great sense of
personal satisfaction in applying skills and knowledge, gained during my

career, in helping Beacon users at all levels but especially those who have
submitted the 2000 support ticket requests since the ‘Desks’ inception in

July 2019. 
 

- Roy, Beacon Volunteer. Read more of Roy's experience on Sources.

u3a News 
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News day for Culm Valley u3a
 
Culm Valley u3a had their first meeting of 2022 in February, and were visited by
the press. Chair, Sue, says, "We had asked members to invite a friend to our
meeting. We had over 80 people attend, 15 of which were friends of members -
who then all signed up for membership." 
 
There were display tables for each of the 16 interest groups at Culm Valley u3a
and the article appeared on the Devon Live website.

Belfast u3a Meeting Again
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Belfast u3a held their first physical monthly meeting for two years this January.
Chair, Pauline, says that it was, "amazing that we had 90 attendees. We were
very pleased with the event and as you will see, the chairs were socially
distanced, just to make us all feel safe."

Your Stories 
 

For the last 6 years I have been running a weekly drop-in Singalong class
for Mill Hill u3a, North West London. For a Singalong you don’t need to

have a good voice – just the enthusiasm to enjoy the music. We currently
sit 4 feet apart with the doors and windows open. I create playlists and
play any songs which members request through a big speaker (that are
easy to singalong to). I also make printed song sheets so that for every
song the singers have the words in their hands. One year we did all the

musicals from ‘Show Boat’ to ‘Chicago’. We particularly like ‘My Fair Lady’,
‘Oklahoma’, ‘The King & I’, ‘Guys & Dolls’. 

 
- David, Mill Hill u3a

 
We loved hearing about the music you love and the way you have

connected with music throughout your lives. Read more stories on our u3a
blog, Sources.

Learning News
Below is a snapshot of the learning initiatives on our website that

members can get involved with.
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The February episode of u3a radio out now!
 
In this episode, hear about how u3as will be having picnics across the UK to
celebrate the 40th anniversary, the rising popularity of the sport racketball and
meet the newest member of the team, Sarah. Listen to the episode with
subtitles on our YouTube channel now, or listen on podcasting platforms,
including Spotify and Apple.

Logic Puzzles for Fun

Tree Logic puzzles 
 

a) A farmer plants 7 trees in 6 rows with 3 trees in a row. Show how the
farmer can do this? 

 
🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳 

 
b)    A second farmer wants to plant 10 trees in 5 rows with 4 trees in a

row. Show how the farmer can do this? 
 

🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳🌳

Any good at logic puzzles? Get involved in our new initiative and challenge
yourself by joining the team that devises these puzzles each month. Please
send one or two sample logic puzzles and solutions that you have created to
Janine Aldridge by 7 March - and the puzzles will be forwarded to the Maths
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Challenge team led by Maths and Stats Subject Adviser David. 
 
Email Janine for the solutions to the above puzzles.

Speaker Swap: Art
History
 
Speaker Swap, an initiative to swap
talks between interest groups in
different u3as, has recently started in
a new subject area: Art History. The
talks being offered as part of this
reciprocal initiative include ‘The
Woman Who Took Revenge’ and
‘Leonardo, would he have made a
good u3a member?’ Get involved on
the u3a learning pages.

Last Chance to Enter
Our Poetry Competition
 
Our poetry competition is closing this
Friday, 25 February at 12pm - so
don't miss your opportunity to enter.
The theme is "new" and poems must
be no longer than 16 lines, plus the
title, and have a rhyming component.
Find out more, including the rules,
and submit on our learning pages.

An Extract From One of Your Poems 
 

u3a at its best! 
 

I belong to a group 
It’s called singing for pleasure 

This is a group I consider 
As my kind of leisure 

... 
Lucky this group is considered not serious 
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Because I try as hard as can be
But some of the notes of some of the songs 

Are just way too high for me! 
 

- Jan, Epsom & Ewell u3a Singing for Pleasure group. Enjoy the poem in
full on our u3a blog, Sources, along with other brilliant poems from

members.

Media News

In the news this month...

Our CEO Sam and various trustees spoke on local radio across the UK
this month about the music survey, ageism and how u3a members are
living their best lives.
Our #GenerationWOW campaign with Specsavers and Steph McGovern
resulted in stories In The Mirror, The Express, The Daily Star The
Sun, Hello Online, and regional press.
Nairn u3a member Pauline spoke about writing romance novels in The
National on Valentines Day.
Bristol u3a featured in The Bristol Magazine.
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Did you know? 
New photos have been uploaded to the u3a image library on the brand
centre that you can use on your platforms and for press purposes. The
Centre for Ageing Better also has an image database of copyright-free

images that you can use.

We Are 40
Find out the latest news, planned events and blog posts about how we

are celebrating our birthday on our 40th anniversary page. 

Happy Birthday from Jay
Blades 
 
Jay Blades, known for The Repair
Shop, wished us a happy birthday in
a video shared on our social media
platforms this month.
 
He says, "Happy 40th birthday.
Really good organisation and always
looking out for people... Have a good
one." 
 
Watch the video now on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram. 
 
Jay is just one of several familiar
faces who will be popping up to wish
us a happy birthday throughout the
year.
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It's All Coming Up Roses for Southport u3a's 40
Anniversary Plans
 
Southport u3a will be creating a show garden for Southport Flower Show as
their way to celebrate the u3a 40th anniversary. Lisa, Gardening Group Leader,
says, "We are thrilled and excited to undertake this Show Garden. We have
some great ideas for it, and we hope that this Show Garden will encapsulate all
the great things we stand for in the u3a.” Read more about this new project on
the 40th anniversary blog. 
 
Southport Flower Show are also offering discounted admission price of £18 to
u3a members - just use the promotional code u3a. 

Plans are underway to hold a u3a 40th Anniversary Robot Constructors'
challenge on Wednesday 26 October in Churchdown Community Hall

between Gloucester and Cheltenham. If you are interested in taking part,
please get in touch.

Social Media
u3a Social Media Post of
the Month 
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This new section will celebrate how
you are championing u3a through
social media. 
 
Our first shout out goes to Leigh and
District u3a who shared this photo of
their Singing 4 Fun and Ukulele
groups singing love songs for
Valentine's Day on their Instagram.

We want to connect with you on social media. Tag us in your posts - you
can find our accounts by clicking the buttons below.

News from the Board 
Chair of the Third Age Trust, Liz Thackray
 
The next Board meeting will be on 3 March. Amongst other agenda items is
succession planning. 
 
This year five Trustees finish their term of office. Some will retire and a
couple may put themselves forward for a further 12 months, but all have said
how difficult it is to find a successor. In that respect the Board is no different
from many u3as! 
 
We are planning some information sessions, but would invite all members to
consider whether they have experience of financial management,
governance or strategic planning – and whether they might be just the
people the Board needs as Trustees. If that is you, please try to attend an
information session and find out more, or speak to your regional/national
Trustee about what the job entails. 
 
We are also looking for people with experience of writing grant
applications or obtaining legacy funding. If that is you, please email me and
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I’ll set up a meeting for those interested in looking at assisting Trust to diversify
our funding base.

News For Committees 

Annual Return Method & Subscriptions 
 

We are approaching March when your Annual Return to the Trust will be
required. This is just to give you an early warning that the method we will
be using this year for Annual Return submission will be different to last
year’s. We hope the new method will make it simpler for all. We are still

developing the detailed method and will advise you of more information in
due course. We will offer support and assistance to all u3as should it be

requested. 
 

Also a reminder, as previously advised, the subscription fee will rise to
£4.00 per member for next year. We have been able to hold the fee level
with no increase since April 2010 but we now need to make this increase

to cover increasing costs for insurances, increasing demands on the office
and more national events. We hope you still agree that it’s good value for

the support you receive.     
 

- Derek, Treasurer for the Third Age Trust

Subject Advice News
Subject advisers are u3a members who volunteer to share their expertise
on their specialist subject and members can contact them for advice on

their subject. Discover more on the u3a Subject Advice page.
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Learning More About: Classical Music with New
Subject Adviser, Roy
 
How did your interest start in classical music ?  
 
My parents had a radiogram and a good collection of 78rpm records which I
would constantly play and drive my parents mad. This was further enthused by
my geography master who had those new- fangled radiograms that played the
new 33rpm. playing records. He was really into classical music and lent me
some of his records which really got me into classical music in a big way 
 
What would be your top tip for members who would like to start a
classical appreciation group?  
 
The term “classical music” has a wide connotation these days, so it is down to
each individual group to set parameters of the music they want to hear. At the
Burnham groups we encourage members to take it in turn to produce a
programme of music of their choice to play to the assembled group. This way,
we have found that we are able to hear a wide variety of music and we can
share in the enjoyment of classical music.  
 
Contact Roy through his Subject Advice page.
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Support for German Language Study Groups
 
The German Subject Adviser, Alistair, offers activities for u3a German Group
leaders and members wanting to improve their German.

"Lesetunden" (reading hours) for any members. Stories are read aloud
and discussed. 
Email-based Forum for German language Group leaders, to enable
exchange of experiences and good practice and permit questions. 

Read more about Alistair's support on our Sources blog and contact him
through his Subject Advice page.

Your Stories 
 

Nearly 100 members of Welwyn Hatfield u3a attended a lunch where
laughter and chatter ensued as members made new acquaintances and

renewed old ones.  
 

This ended a very busy 2021 for our u3a, as groups were reformed and
live Wednesday morning presentations were resumed. In November, the

Autumn Dance was held for the first time since 2019 and over 100
members turned out on a freezing night. It shows that despite all the

difficulties faced in 2021, Welwyn Hatfield u3a goes into 2022 with the
same indomitable spirit to Learn, Laugh and Live as they have always
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had. 
 

- Steve, Welwyn Hatfield u3a

National Events
See this and much more on our online events page.

Eleanor Rathbone 
Tuesday 8 March, 10am 
 
Join us on International Women's
Day for an illustrated presentation
focussing on the remarkable life of
Eleanor Rathbone, MP. Rathbone's
fifty-year career was devoted to
helping those in society, at home and
abroad, who could not help
themselves.

Beginners Geneaology
Course 
Thursdays in March & April, 10am 
 
Grow your family tree with this eight
week Genealogy Course for
beginners, led by Anne of Oundle &
District u3a.

The u3a Science Network are hosting a virtual meeting on 5 April between
10.30 and 3pm. 

There are three presentations; 'The Manhattan Project and the British
Bomb', 'Glass: A look inside' and 'The Scale of the Universe.' 

Find out more.
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Regional Events
East of England
Regional Conference 
Thursday 19 May in Chelmsford 
 
All u3a members in the East of
England are invited to join the
regional conference which will be an
opportunity to network and discover
new ideas for your u3as. Book your
place.

South East u3a Forum
Summer School 
Monday 20 - 23 June 
 
The South East Area Forum are
hosting a summer school with a
range of topics for members to
explore, including Earth Matters and
Poetry. Find out more. 

Yorkshire & the Humber
Region Summer School 
Monday 25 - 28 July  
 
Yorkshire and Humber Region are
hosting a Summer School with
course topics ranging from An
Introduction to Jewellery Making to
Four Philosophers of Four Centuries.
Find out more.

Find the latest online tutorials to support your u3a on our website -
including Running Your u3a, Interest Groups Matter and Finance Matters.
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Social Impact
Read more on our Social Impact page.

The Ageism Toolkit 
 
Thank you for everyone who gave
feedback on our Toolkit for
Challenging Ageism, created with
the Centre for Ageing Better. 
 
About 1 in 5 of those who read the
toolkit said that they have
challenged ageism in
conversations, and a further 50%
said they plan or may take this
action in future.  
 
Read about the findings and find the
toolkit on our Social Impact page. 

Sam Contributes to
Report on Age-Inclusive
Communities 
 
Our CEO, Sam Mauger, spoke about
the u3a model at a recent event
hosted by the Agile Ageing Alliance. 
  
The event was to launch the report,
"Cultivating Neighbourhoods that
Care: A Manifesto for Change",
which Sam also contributed to. 
  
The report urges the housing sector
to deliver more inventive and
inclusive places, and by doing so,
help combat the growing epidemic of
loneliness. 
 
Read more on our website.
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Talking to the public 
 

There are new resources in the recruitment toolkit on our Sources blog
and as downloadables on the u3a website. Chair of the u3a Recruitment
Working Group, Paul, says "How do we engage members of the public at
a pop up stall or an open day?  At what point in the conversation do we

proffer a leaflet? It all seems so simple until you get down to the nitty gritty.
 Fortunately, some very experienced u3a members have created a new,

short guide: Advice for Volunteers on a u3a recruitment stand."  

Third Age Matters
Third Age Matters is hitting
doorsteps this week and is packed
full of stories, including an interview
with founder Eric Midwinter. 
 
Other highlights include u3a
members sharing how and why they
have changed their lives to be more
environmentally friendly, Dame
Esther Rantzen discussing the most
interesting campaigns she's been
involved with and an interview with
Olympian Roger Black.

Are you planning a u3a Picnic in the Park on 1 June to celebrate the 40th
anniversary? 

 
The Third Age Matters editor would love to hear from you for an upcoming

feature in the April issue.

Your Stories 
 

It’s over two years since the Creative Writing Group of Towcester u3a
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decided to put together a collection of  stories for children. The first hurdle
was illustrations. After a few false starts, we found that a new member

wanted to find a outlet for his artistic talent - so Richard became a part of
the team, and quickly showed us how much we needed him. 

 
Finally, after many emails, Zoom meetings, (this was all done in

lockdown), and sleepless nights (for some!) the book was eventually
printed and on the market in time for Christmas sales. So, if any other

groups are thinking of publishing, our advice would be “ Go for it!” It’s quite
a commitment, but very rewarding! 

 
- Kate, Towcester u3a

Sources
There are lots more member-led stories on our u3a blog, Sources.

On our u3a blog Sources this month, Downe u3a discuss an unusual recent trip
in which they foraged for seaweed. "The group agreed that it had been a day
to remember, some were keen to try the seaweed bath, perhaps not so
many were looking forward to cooking it, though notes will no doubt be
compared on the taste of seaweed spaghetti when next they meet." 
 
What's happening at your u3a? Get in touch with us to feature on Sources.

Spotlight On
Bonny, Brighton and
Hove u3a
 
How did you first come to join
u3a? 
 
I initially joined Guildford u3a when I
started working part time in my mid
50s. I joined the Geology group after
seeing a flyer, as one of our hobbies
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is climbing volcanoes. A year before
our retirement, my husband and I
moved to Brighton and Hove. We
both immediately joined the local
u3a. I also joined the Committee to
learn how the u3a operated as an
organisation. 

What is your favourite thing about being a part of u3a? 
 
I mostly like the diversity of people I meet, hearing about their life stories and
experiences and being inspired by their ideas of ‘what shall we do next?’ I like
groups where expertise and knowledge is shared, where the participants take
turns to lead or share. I have really enjoyed the work I’ve done during the Covid
crisis as part of the Committee as I was able to utilise my skills. 
 
Who are your favourite musical artists, and how do you engage in music
in your life? 
 
During Lockdown I picked up an old Alto Saxophone (it had been under the bed
a while) and started learning to play. I never imagined I would play an
instrument and jazz wasn’t really my thing, so picking up a Saxophone during
Lockdown was more about the challenge than anything else. We now have
weekly lessons and we’re also in a 30 piece Saxophone Band. 
 
Read more about Bonny's experience of u3a on our u3a blog, Sources.
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